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This article was previously published June 5, 2019, and has been updated with new information.

Exposure to electromagnetic 2eld (EMF) and radiofrequency (RF) radiation is an ever-growing

health risk in the modern world. The Cellular Phone Task Force website  has a long list of

governments and organizations that have issued warnings or banned wireless technologies of

various kinds and under various circumstances, starting in 1993.

Another long list of organizations representing doctors and scientists are also among them,

including an appeal for protection from nonionizing EMF exposure by more than 230 international

EMF scientists to the United Nations in 2015, which notes that:

"Numerous recent scienti.c publications have shown that EMF affects living organisms at

levels well below most international and national guidelines.

Effects include increased cancer risk, cellular stress, increase in harmful free radicals,

genetic damages, structural and functional changes of the reproductive system,  learning

and memory de.cits, neurological disorders, and negative impacts on general well-being in

humans. Damage goes well beyond the human race, as there is growing evidence of

harmful effects to both plant and animal life."

A call for a moratorium on 5G speci2cally was issued in September 2017 by more than 180

scientists and doctors from 35 countries,  "until potential hazards for human health and the

environment have been fully investigated by scientists independent from industry," noting that "RF-

EMF has been proven to be harmful for humans and the environment," and that "5G will

substantially increase exposure to radiofrequency electromagnetic 2elds (RF-EMF) on top of the

2G, 3G, 4G, Wi-Fi, etc. for telecommunications already in place."

In an article  on the Environmental Health Trust's website, Ronald Powell, Ph.D., a retired Harvard

scientist of applied physics, notes "there is NO SAFE WAY to implement 5G in our communities;

rather there are only 'bad ways' and 'worse ways,'" and rather than argue about who should have

control over its deployment, we should focus on preventing its employment altogether.

Health Concerns Over 5G Abound

Wall Street analyst Sunil Rajgopal also warned that mounting health concerns may delay the

implementation of 5G.  Some countries have already taken steps to slow 5G deployment due to

health risks, Rajgopal notes. The question is, can it be stopped?

5G testing was halted in Brussels, Belgium,  and Switzerland is delaying its 5G rollout in order to

create a system to monitor radiation.  Syracuse, New York, is also attempting to set up some

safeguards and has "negotiated the right to conduct on-demand safety inspections of 5G antennas,"

to allay public concerns.  According to Forbes:

"In New Hampshire, lawmakers are considering establishing a commission to study the

health impacts of 5G networks. And Mill Valley, Calif., near San Francisco, last year banned

new 5G wireless cells."

Many other areas, however, have chosen to trust the Federal Communications Commission and the

wireless industry trade association, CTIA, which has created a "Cellphone Health Facts" website

citing research showing no risk. However, if you believe the FCC is assessing health risks, you'd be

wrong.

At a Senate commerce hearing (above), the FCC admitted that no 5G safety studies have been

conducted or funded by the agency or the telecom industry, and that none are planned.  In a

speech given at the National Press Club in June 2016, Tom Wheeler, former FCC chairman and prior

head of the wireless industry lobbying group, made the agency's stance clear when he said:

"Stay out of the way of technological development. Unlike some countries, we do not

believe we should spend the next couple of years studying … Turning innovators loose is far

preferable to letting committees and regulators de.ne the future. We won't wait for the

standards ..."

In light of the more than 2,000 studies showing a wide range of biological harm from EMFs,

assurances from the FCC and the U.S. Food and Drug Administration that wireless radiation

exposures, including 5G, is safe, seem disingenuous at best. As noted in a Counterpunch article:

"Telecom lobbyists assure us that guidelines already in place are adequate to protect the

public. Those safety guidelines, however, are based on a 1996 study of how much a cell

phone heated the head of an adult-sized plastic mannequin. This is problematic, for at

least three reasons:

living organisms consist of highly complex and interdependent cells and tissue, not

plastic.

those being exposed to radiofrequency radiation include fetuses, children, plants, and

wildlife – not just adult male humans.

the frequencies used in the mannequin study were far lower than the exposures

associated with 5G."

Even so, in 2022, substantial research on EMF safety has yet to be done. In fact, as of August 1,

2022, of more than 35,000 articles on EMFs, only seven have been medical or biological studies.

However, "none of these studies modulated or pulsed the signal as required by 5G or used other

features of 5G technology," according to Joel M. Moskowitz, Ph.D., director for the Center of Family

and Community Health School of Public Health at UC Berkeley.

What Level of EMF Can Humans Withstand?

EMF exposure at many biological impacting frequencies, such as those that run cellphones and Wi-

Fi, has increased about 1 quintillion times over the past 100 years.  Unfortunately, EMF exposure

is so widespread these days, it's virtually impossible to conduct controlled population studies

anymore, as no population is truly unexposed or unaffected. This lack of a control group makes it

very diecult to determine what the real-world effects are.

That said, one controlled exposure study has been done, revealing it's nowhere near as harmless as

people think. At the beginning of the 20th century, there were two populations in the United States

— rural and urban. Urban areas were by and large electri2ed, while rural areas were not electri2ed

until around 1950.

Dr. Sam Milham, an epidemiologist, painstakingly analyzed mortality statistics between these two

populations over time, clearly showing there was a wide difference in mortality from heart disease,

cancer and diabetes between these two groups. Then, as rural areas became electri2ed, the two

curves merged.

Today, we not only live and work in electri2ed surroundings, we're also surrounded by microwaves

from wireless technologies. Soon, 5G may be added to the mix, making exposures all the more

complex and potentially harmful. As noted by Counterpunch:

"5G radiofrequency (RF) radiation uses a 'cocktail' of three types of radiation, ranging from

relatively low-energy radio waves, microwave radiation with far more energy, and millimeter

waves with vastly more energy …

The extremely high frequencies in 5G are where the biggest danger lies. While 4G

frequencies go as high as 6 GHz, 5G exposes biological life to pulsed signals in the 30 GHz

to 100 GHz range. The general public has never before been exposed to such high

frequencies for long periods of time."

Health Concerns Linked to 5G Exposure

The added concern 5G brings is the addition of the millimeter wave (MMW). This bandwidth, which

runs from 30 gigahertz (GHz) to 300GHz,  is known to penetrate up to 2 millimeters into human

skin tissue,  causing a burning sensation.

This is precisely why MMW was chosen for use in crowd control weapons (Active Denial Systems)

by the U.S. Department of Defense.  MMW is also used in so-called "naked body scanners" at

airports.

Research has shown sweat ducts in human skin act as receptors or antennae for 5G radiation,

drawing the radiation into the body,  thereby causing a rise in temperature. This in part helps

explain the painful effect. As noted by Dr. Yael Stein — who has studied 5G MMW technology and

its interaction with the human body — in a 2016 letter to the Federal Communications

Commission:

"Computer simulations have demonstrated that sweat glands concentrate sub-terahertz

waves in human skin. Humans could sense these waves as heat. The use of sub-terahertz

(millimeter wave) communications technology (cellphones, Wi-Fi, antennas) could cause

humans to percept physical pain via nociceptors.

Potentially, if 5G Wi-Fi is spread in the public domain we may expect more of the health

effects currently seen with RF/ microwave frequencies including many more cases of

hypersensitivity (EHS), as well as many new complaints of physical pain and a yet unknown

variety of neurologic disturbances.

It will be possible to show a causal relationship between G5 technology and these speci.c

health effects. The affected individuals may be eligible for compensation."

MMW has also been linked to:

Eye problems such as lens opacity in rats, which is linked to the production of cataracts,  and

eye damage in rabbits

Impacted heart rate variability, an indicator of stress, in rats  and heart rate changes

(arrhythmias) in frogs

Pain

Suppressed immune function

Depressed growth and increased antibiotic resistance in bacteria

As noted in a Gaia.com article:

"Many scientists understand that the electromagnetic radiation leaking through the doors

of our microwave ovens are carcinogenic, and therefore, can cause cancer. Most of these

scientists also believe that these waves are mutagenic, meaning they change the DNA

structure of living beings.

The launch of 5G will be similar to turning on your microwave, opening its door, and leaving

it on for the rest of your life. There's good reason why hundreds of scientists are taking

action against the wireless industry."

Understanding EMFs' Mechanisms of Harm

As explained in by Martin Pall, Ph.D., Professor Emeritus of biochemistry and basic medical

sciences at Washington State University, the primary danger of EMFs in general is that it causes

excess oxidative stress that results in mitochondrial dysfunction.

According to Pall's research,  radiofrequency microwave radiation such as that from your

cellphone and wireless router activates the voltage-gated calcium channels (VGCCs) located in the

outer membrane of your cells.

According to Pall, VGCCs are 7.2 million times more sensitive to microwave radiation than the

charged particles inside and outside our cells, which means the safety standards for this exposure

are off by a factor of 7.2 million.

Low-frequency microwave radiation opens your VGCCs, thereby allowing an abnormal iniux of

calcium ions into the cell, which in turn activates nitric oxide (NO) and superoxide which react

nearly instantaneously to form peroxynitrite  that then causes carbonate free radicals, which are

one of the most damaging reactive nitrogen species known and thought to be a root cause for

many of today's chronic diseases.

For an in-depth understanding of peroxynitrites and the harm they iniict, see "Nitric Oxide and

Peroxynitrite in Health and Disease"  — a 140-page free access paper with 1,500 references written

by Dr. Pal Pacher, Joseph Beckman and Dr. Lucas Liaudet.

One of its most signi2cant hazards of peroxynitrite is that it damages DNA. The European REFLEX

study published in 2004 revealed the nonthermal effects of 2G and 3G radiation are actually very

similar to the effects of X-rays in terms of the genetic damage they cause.

Your body has the capacity to repair that damage through a family of 17 different enzymes

collectively called poly ADP ribose polymerases (PARP). However, while PARP work well, they

require NAD+ for fuel and when they run out of NAD+ they stop repairing your DNA.

This in turn can lead to premature cell death, since 100 to 150 NAD+ molecules are needed to

repair a single DNA strand break. NAD+ is central to maintaining cellular and mitochondrial health,

so the fact that PARP consumes NAD+ to counteract EMF damage is an important concern.

Cancer Is Not the Primary Health Risk of EMF

The voltage in your body appears to play a signi2cant role in health and disease. Your body's

production of electricity allows your cells to communicate and perform basic biological functions

necessary for your survival. However, your body is designed to operate at very speci2c levels and

frequencies.

It seems logical that being surrounded by man-made EMFs that are 1 quintillion times higher than

the natural EMF environment of the Earth may interfere with your DNA's ability to receive and

transmit biological signals.

While the controversy over EMF damage has centered around whether or not it can cause cancer,

especially brain tumors, this actually isn't your greatest concern. Since the damage is strongly

linked to activation of your VGCCs, it stands to reason that areas where VGCCs are the densest

would be most vulnerable to damage.

As it happens, the highest density of VGCCs are found in your nervous system, your brain, the

pacemaker in your heart and in male testes. As a result, EMFs are likely to contribute to

neurological and neuropsychiatric  problems, heart and reproductive problems.

This includes but is not limited to cardiac arrhythmias, anxiety, depression, autism, Alzheimer's and

infertility. Indeed, this is what researchers keep 2nding, and all of these health problems are far

more prevalent and kill more people than brain cancer.

What's more, seeing how many are already struggling with electromagnetic hypersensitivity,

saturating cities and suburban areas with MMW radiation will undoubtedly make the problem more

widespread, and make life unbearable for those already feeling the effects of wireless radiation.

Media Ploy to Detract From 5G Concerns: Blame the Russians

In a Medium article,  Devra Davis, Ph.D. — a well-respected and credentialed researcher on the

dangers of cellphone radiation — highlights a media trend of writing off scientists who warn about

5G dangers by labeling them "untethered alarmists … linked to Russian propaganda."

"Could it be a coincidence that following on the heels of the NY Times story, the Wall Street

Journal and the UK Telegraph have echoed the same smear of guilt by association," she

writes,  adding:

"These otherwise credible media sources ignore the substantial body of science

pinpointing hazards of wireless radiation and 5G detailed in independent journalistic

investigations that have appeared extensively in media throughout Europe and been

covered by major networks …

Could the failure to report these critical 5G issues and correct misleading information

regarding health effects of wireless and 5G in the New York Times have anything to do with

the their new joint venture with Verizon in 5G journalism, or the fact that the Times board of

directors includes occials from Facebook, Verizon, Media Lab, and other stalwarts of the

telecom industry, while Carlos Slim, head of some of the largest telecom .rms in the world,

has downsized and now owns just 15 percent of its stock?"

Davis also points out a clear difference between American and Russian scienti2c expertise with

regard to EMF:

"The history of research on the environmental and public health impacts of radio frequency

microwave radiation ('wireless radiation') reveals some uneasy parallels with that of

tobacco.

In the 1950s and 1960s, scientists who showed the harmful impacts of tobacco found

themselves struggling for serious attention and .nancial support. The validity of their

views was only accepted after the toll of sickness and death had become undeniable.

For health impacts from wireless radiation, a similar pattern is emerging. Each time a U.S.

government agency produced positive .ndings, research on health impacts was defunded.

The Occe of Naval Research, the National Institute of Occupational Safety and Health, the

Department of Health, Education and Welfare, and the Environmental Protection Agency all

once had vibrant research programs documenting dangers of wireless radiation. All found

their programs scrapped, regecting pressure from those who sought to suppress this work.
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Russian's 50 years of research on electromagnetic radiation since the Cold War has led to

their clear understanding that this exposure does have biological effects. The Russian

National Committee on Non-Ionizing Radiation Protection issued a 2011 Resolution

recommending persons under 18 not use a cell phone."

Brain Cancer Risk Is Likely Real

While heart disease, dementia and infertility overshadow the risk of brain cancer, the possibility of

cancer still remains, and may be a far more signi2cant concern for young children who are growing

up surrounded by wireless technologies than we realize.

The fact is, we won't know for sure whether in utero and early cellphone use will increase brain

cancer rates until a decade or two from now when today's youths have grown up. Mounting

research suggests cellphone radiation certainly iniuences your risk, and there are a number of

compelling anecdotal reports that are hard to ignore.

In her article,  Davis mentions Robert C. Kane, a senior telecom engineer "had willingly served as a

guinea pig for Motorola and other companies developing new wireless technologies in the 1980s."

He developed a type of malignant brain cancer the National Toxicology Program later con2rmed

was a side effect of cellphone radiation exposure (see video above). The NTPs results were

published in 2018. Before his death in 2002, Kane published the book, "Cellphone Radiation —

Russian Roulette,"  in which he stated that:

"Never in human history has there been such a practice as we now encounter with the

marketing and distributing of products hostile to the human biological system by an

industry with foreknowledge of those effects."

FCC Is a Captured Agency That Cannot Be Trusted

Davis also highlights another crucial problem, namely the fact that the FCC has been captured by

the telecom industry, which in turn has perfected the disinformation strategies employed by the

tobacco industry before it. She writes:

"… [I]n 2015 a Harvard expose tracked the revolving door between the FCC and the telecom

industry and concluded that the FCC is a captured agency and that 'Consumer safety,

health, and privacy, along with consumer wallets, have all been overlooked, sacri.ced, or

raided due to unchecked industry inguence.'"

The book in question is "Captured Agency: How the Federal Communications Commission Is

Dominated by the Industries It Presumably Regulates," written by investigative journalist Norm

Alster.

As just one example, before his role as FCC chairman, Wheeler headed up the CTIA, which is the

lobbying group for the wireless industry, which explains his commentary on 5G and why the FCC

doesn't believe in studying its health risks and "won't wait for the standards."

The book also shows how the telecom industry is manipulating public opinion by undermining the

credibility of scientists that speak of dangers, cutting funds for research, publishing manipulated

studies showing no harm and claiming "scienti2c consensus" of no harm when no such consensus

actually exists. Naturally, the telecom industry also spends millions of dollars lobbying the FCC on

issues that might impact its bottom line.

5G Threatens Weather Prediction

Interestingly, aside from potential health rami2cations, a global 5G network will also threaten our

ability to predict weather which, in addition to putting civilians at risk will also jeopardize the Navy.

According to a paper  in the journal Nature, widespread 5G coverage will prevent satellites from

detecting changes in water vapor, which is how meteorologists predict weather changes and

storms.

Davis quotes  Stephen English, meteorologist at the European Centre for Medium-Range Weather

Forecasts: "This is the 2rst time we've seen a threat to what I'd call the crown jewels of our

frequencies — the ones that we absolutely must defend come what may."

Alas, the FCC ignores such concerns and, according to Davis, "weather experts within the U.S.

government are being muzzled." In a letter to the FCC, Sens. Ron Wyden, D-Ore., and Maria

Cantwell, D-Wash., urge the agency to rein in the expansion of wireless communications in the 24

GHz band for this reason.

Educate Yourself About the Health Risks of 5G

My book, "EMF*D: 5G, Wi-Fi & Cell Phones: Hidden Harms and How to Protect Yourself," talks about

EMF dangers, with a comprehensive resource on current technologies such as:

What EMFs (electromagnetic 2elds) actually are, where you 2nd them in your daily life, and how

they affect you

The toll that EMFs have been proven to take in conditions such as cancer, heart disease, and

neuropsychiatric illnesses

Why you've been largely kept in the dark about this threat to your health

How you can actually repair the damage done by EMFs at a cellular level

Practical strategies to protect yourself and your loved ones from EMFs at home, at work, and

out in the world

You can also download a two-page 5G fact sheet  from the Environmental Health Trust. On their

website, you can also access a long list of published scienti2c studies showing cause for concern.

To reduce your EMF exposure, read through the suggestions below and implement as many of them

as possible. Additional guidance and solutions for mitigating electric and magnetic 2elds can also

be found at the end of "Healthy Wiring Practices,"  a document created by building biologist Oram

Miller, whom I've interviewed on this topic.

Nighttime remediation

Use Stetzer or Greenwave 2lters to remove voltage transients from your electricity and use

meters to con2rm that they are in a safe range.

Use a battery-powered alarm clock, ideally one without any light. I use a talking clock for the

visually impaired.

Consider moving your baby's bed into your room instead of using a wireless baby monitor.

Alternatively, use a hard-wired monitor.

If you must use Wi-Fi, shut it off when not in use, especially at night when you are sleeping.

Ideally, work toward hardwiring your house so you can eliminate Wi-Fi altogether. It's important

to realize that if you have a Wi-Fi router, you have a cellphone tower inside your home. Ideally,

you'd eliminate your Wi-Fi and simply use a wired Ethernet connection.

If you absolutely must have a router, you can place it inside a shielded bag when not in use. You

can 2nd shielded items online, or make your own using Swiss Shield fabric. If you have a

notebook without any Ethernet ports, a USB Ethernet adapter will allow you to connect to the

internet with a wired connection.

For more extensive shielding, you can consider painting your bedroom walls and ceiling with

special shielding paint, which will block RF from outside sources, such as cell towers, smart

meters and radio/TV towers. Windows can be covered with metal window screen or 2lm. For

your bed, consider a shielding bed canopy.

Daytime strategies to reduce unnecessary EMF exposure

To reduce EMF exposure during the daytime, consider using Stetzer 2lters to decrease the level

of dirty electricity or electromagnetic interference being generated. You can also take these

with you to work or when you travel. This may be the single best strategy to reduce the damage

from EMF exposure since it appears that most of it is generated by the frequencies that the

2lters remove.

Connect your desktop computer to the internet via a wired Ethernet connection and be sure to

put your desktop in airplane mode. Also avoid wireless keyboards, trackballs, mice, game

systems, printers and portable house phones. Opt for the wired versions.

Avoid carrying your cellphone on your body unless in airplane mode and never sleep with it in

your bedroom unless it is in airplane mode. Even in airplane mode it can emit signals, which is

why I put my phone in a Faraday bag.  They are really inexpensive and only $10 for two of them.

I tested them and they are highly effective at blocking radiation.

When using your cellphone, use the speaker phone and hold the phone at least 3 feet away from

you. Seek to radically decrease your time on the cellphone. I typically use my cellphone less

than 30 minutes a month, and mostly when traveling. Instead, use VoIP software phones that

you can use while connected to the internet via a wired connection, or better yet, use a landline

telephone.

General household remediation

If you still use a microwave oven, consider replacing it with a steam convection oven, which will

heat your food as quickly and far more safely.

Avoid using "smart" appliances and thermostats that depend on wireless signaling. This would

include all new "smart" TVs. They are called smart because they emit a Wi-Fi signal and, unlike

your computer, you cannot shut the Wi-Fi signal off. Consider using a large computer monitor as

your TV instead, as they don't emit Wi-Fi.

Replace CFL bulbs with incandescent bulbs. Ideally remove all iuorescent lights from your

house. Not only do they emit unhealthy light, but more importantly, they will actually transfer

current to your body just being close to the bulbs.

Dimmer switches are another source of dirty electricity, so consider installing regular on/off

switches rather than dimmer switches.

Refuse smart meters as long as you can, or add a shield to an existing smart meter, some of

which have been shown to reduce radiation by 98% to 99%.

Helping You Take Control of Your Health for 25 Years

Beginning August 8, I am happy to announce that Mercola.com will be celebrating its 25th year of

providing you with the latest news and discoveries in the 2eld of natural health. What started as a

platform where I can share my views and recommendations has grown into the No. 1-ranked

Natural Health website in almost two decades — a feat not possible without your support.

During this historic week, I’ll be sharing some unique and insightful articles that will showcase

different aspects of my life. I’ll also be releasing a documentary that chronicles my day in the

Mercola oece, plus a special video on how to take back control of your health freedom. There are

some fun surprises along the way so this is one week you won’t want to miss. Click below to learn

more!

Once again, I want to thank you, dear readers, for your support through these 25 years in this

continuing journey to take control of your health.

Learn More
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stanleybecker
Joined On 11/12/2012 3:21:48 AM
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the unique selling point for this "must have" technology is increased speed of transmission - the only consumers that might consider

this to be essential are the military who would want to annihilate the target before the target annihilates them and the stock exchange

who would want to executec sales faster than the fall in prices - I can't think of any other entity that needs the extra microsecond

advantage - this is a Military Industrial scam to keep the planet enslaved by being able to close down information challenges

IMMEDIATELY - speed is not the answer for the development of Civilization -

Some calm repose and contemplation is needed before the Corporations steamroller our Future into oblivion on the basis of

necessities that are unessential - what is a microsecond in the time scale of a planetary existence of four and a half billion years - the

rush to extinction has reached Doomsday proportions - to consider "extinction" as an exaggeration would be being an accomplice to

one's own destruction - here is Curtis asking the people to get ready - www.youtube.com/watch   - here are some of the lyrics - "

 "There ain't no room for the hopeless sinner/ Who would hurt all mankind just to save his own"
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Stan, you have wonder, maybe you don't, that if this wavelength is used as weaponry, can it be used with pinpoint accuracy to

take out individuals. Certainly it can be used as in the popular culture movie, Enemy of the State.
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hi steve - there are so many weapons like drones and umbrellas that shoot pellets of polonium and endless techniques of

human liquidation - this form of negativity will lead Mankind to the Gates of Hell - funny that Bill Gates already has his place in

Hell
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Richard288
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Stan, Regarding "the rush to extinction has reached Doomsday proportions," here's how I see the future: Civilization sits at a

crossroad. Its mantra of progress at any cost lacks the restraint of decisions made from moral duty and choices made from the

values of spiritual insight. Unless there is a swift recognition of the danger to civilization and wisely putting on the brakes to

unfettered progress at any cost, we are headed for either of these scenarios: 1. retrogression into a new dark age. 2. if the

danger to civilization is great enough, then the Angels Of The Trumpets, the Four Horsemen of the Apocalypse, will run rampant:

war, pestilence, famine, and wholesale death. 3. a soft landing in which insolvency of the current political economy causes it to

implode, similar to the Soviet Union with the bankruptcy of communism. This reboot enables a new beginning, although it will

be fraught with dieculty.

Fortunately, spiritual seed corn on mountain tops throughout the world are spreading down toward the valleys. We are on the

brink of a radical change in world consciousness that will bring the true wisdom of experience to bear on present day problems.

There exists the potential for the collective wisdom of men and women, spiritually fragrant and morally minded, to raise the

consciousness of mankind and restrain the destructive tendencies now in play. Will it be in time to reverse the over rapid

development of material progress that lacks the balance wheel of moral duty and spiritual values?
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stanleybecker
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hi there Richard - thank you for your thoughts on the  Battle between Darkness and Light - yes, in our present era the balance

has shifted precariously to the side of Darkness - the antidote to such an extreme imbalance must be an escalation of moral

urgency - the Nuremberg Tribune did not accept the argument by Goering that in the "business" of war there can be no moral

limitations - instead, they declared that individuals could not be expiated from moral judgement by asserting that they had a

stronger moral purpose that demanded that "they obey orders" in order to save their lives from the consequences of disobeying

orders - this moral imperative was upheld and the plea that "orders should be obeyed and/or the need to be patriotic",  was

rejected - abstention from complicity is possible - Corporate individuals who knowingly carry out Corporate policy could also

not "obey orders" - a Nuremberg Tribunal for Corporate employees as well as shareholders is long overdue - power must come

back to the people - this will make a spiritual awakening possible on a planetary level
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Stan, it does seem as though there is an element of fear of competition or an obsession with social Darwinism, survival of the

2ttest. However, when a species follows that dictate while ignoring the other two legs of the Evolution of Species stool,

Co-existence & Co-operation, the whole system collapses. (Strange how so many do not believe in evolution, but whole heartily

embrace it as a social construct.) If the memory is working right, Aldo Leopold (?) observed this as a young man who loved

hunting white-tailed deer bought into the notion that the wolves & coyotes were killing to many of "our" deer.

He started out slaughtering the Canines like everyone else. He observed at 2rst there was an increase in the deer population,

but as time went on was astute enough to see that the deer without the predators increased out of control and destroyed far to

much vegetation. This in turn destroyed the mountain's balance & health & in turn the deer participated in their own demise.

Creations design had the whole complex of life in a cyclical balance. Humans "think" they can out do Creation.

It appears our elite see us as competitive nuisance & if things don't turn around, they will be the demise of everybody &

everything, including themselves. Their sociopathic, psychopathic win lose mentality apparently cannot grasp any win/win or

compromise solutions. The 99% cannot wait for their approval for Life giving solutions. We will be the ones who do all the heavy

lifting anyway & our politicians only follow. They do not lead; they attempt to contain and direct what we do after things have

gone beyond a tipping point.
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Reminds me of a Bible verse found at Matthew 24: 21, 22 : "for then there will be great tribulation such as has not occurred

since the world’s beginning until now, no, nor will occur again. 22 In fact, unless those days were cut short, no iesh would be

saved; but on account of the chosen ones those days will be cut short." So apparently things will get so bad that if God Almighty

would not put a stop to the wickedness no one would survive.
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steve - the conundrum still remains as to why the power elites see their interventions as possible while the critical thinkers are

horri2ed by the unfolding of the consequences of "bad actions/ bad thoughts/ bad ideas"  - analysing this difference in attitude I

think that the power elites see life as "who gets the most money" - this mentality demonstrates a "mind in the wilderness" - and

the public embrace these demonic authorities as Gospel - a superstitious fear of wealth and power{ an ancient belief that

success or fame or wealth are touched somehow by a Higher Power} - respect "it" or it could cause you harm - the police/ the

army/ the courts/ the politicians/ the bureaucracy - all the oeces of power are in corrupt hands - the main fallacy is that the

power still lies with the people - the people believe that the constant barrage of propaganda is mightier than their multitudes -

this is absurd and ridiculous - they hung Mussolini upside down for giving power to the Corporations in Italy - this catharsis will

have to be enacted if Mankind ever wants to clean the Augean Stable
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Thank you Stan, perfect response. It is delusional thinking that allows the lockstep blind behavior to follow one another over the

cliff. It is a disconnect from Life & each other that far too many who don't realize nothing still as of yet moves without us, the

99%. Too many of us allow ourselves to be distracted by a multitude of things that don't matter. Or, are left in the depths of

despair & deplete their lifeforce & therefore their ability to exert our ability to unite & move in healthier directions.  We can take

heart as here in the States, the largest majority of voters are actually those who don't vote & now that as things are becoming

beyond critical are increasingly exerting our combined awareness to push back.

Who knows how many showed up not only in state capitals & around the world to show their knowledge that vaccines as they

have presented to us over the last few decades is BS? Certainly not through the oecial state or media outlets. Yet, the cracks

are appearing as corporate media twist and turns to suppress concerns and to answer the many data points they have gotten

away with hiding for decades. This is happening across the board. As you well know the dam hasn't broken yet, but, it is

becoming severely strained. I would much rather see positive movement across the board on so many issues, but if those who

have been in charge don't see the light they make a Mussolini situation inevitable. I would hope & pray it doesn't have to come to

that, but corruption, greed  & willful blind ignorance keep moving in that direction.
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www.youtube.com/watch  The shroud of the dark side has fallen. Begun, the health wars has. There has been an awakening...

have you felt it? The dark side... and the light. If once you start down the dark path, forever will it dominate your destiny,

consume you it will. Greed and Fear is the path to the dark side. In a dark place we 2nd ourselves, and a little more knowledge

lights the way.   You must unlearn what you have learned on tv, media. Change, it begins with you. Do or do not, there is no try.

 In Balance, the world must be.
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Your comments always interesting Stanley... I wonder what your take on things are that 5G seems to be an accelerated "quick

kill" as opposed to the "soft kill"  going on the last decade  from 3 & 4G & all the others like GMO, Vaccines, Chemtrails, etc. Why

now? Do you think Europe will follow suit so heavily as USA & China?
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Environmental t oxicity is reaching limits where it is diecult to maintain health. This toxicity increases the possibility of severe

and long-lasting Covid. hospitals are a factory of disease and death from the FDA-approved treatments, remdesivir,

dexamethasone, and vancomycin, drugs that together can cause serious adverse effects in the body. Antibiotics that are not

necessary for Covid-19 in most cases, and ventilators that cause serious lung damage, and we can add electromagnetic 2elds.

5G and 4G wireless technologies are linked to acute and persistent oxidative stress in the body. Prolonged exposure to 5G and

4G radiation can damage cells, tissues, proteins, and DNA, as well as suppressing natural immunity. These effects could explain

why the Wuhan coronavirus (COVID-19) has been particularly devastating in areas where these technologies are proli2c.

North America and Europe are among the highest number of new "cases," which could be the result of their populations being

fried by 5G and 4G throughout the day. www.thebigwobble.org/2020/12/5-and-4g-is-linked-to-cell-and-tissue.htm..  The

biologist Bartomeu Payeras, is an expert in 5G and Covid. Payeras, a researcher at the University of Barcelona, has studied the

relationship between coronavirus and the location of 5G networks. The microbiology specialist links the technology of these

telecommunications networks with the enhancement of COVID-19. He claims that there is a cause and effect, as a result of

extensive research.
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Payeras drew up a map of the countries, regions and even small communities with low and high incidence of the coronavirus.

And he speci2ed if these locations had 5G equipment. In an extensive report, he assures that the results "demonstrate a clear,

compelling and irrefutable relationship between the rate of COVID-19 cases and the location of 5G technology." The hypothesis

also ensures that this technology weakens the immune system and makes its inhabitants more likely to be infected.

www.change16.com/biologo-espanol-vincula-equipos-5g-con-la-potenciacio..  In this link several scienti2c articles on the

effect of electromagnetic 2elds and blood clotting.

The result of the studies carried out allowed me to draw the following conclusions: 1) Professional contact with

electromagnetic 2elds had an iniuence on the changes in the coagulation and 2brinolytic systems in the people examined. 2)

The increase in the activity of the plasminogen activator inhibitor (PAI-I), the main factor that inhibits 2brinolysis, is veri2ed in

both groups investigated. 3) The precise knowledge about the iniuence of PEM in the examined systems has its prophylactic

and epidemiological importance ”. pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/11320559
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“5G technology is the tobacco of our generation.” We must get people to reject 5G, which increases environmental pollution and

exposes people to serious diseases as has already been shown. The scienti2c evidence that points to serious dangers to

electromagnetic 2elds is growing: increased risk of cancer, infertility, learning and memory de2cits, neurological disorders,

electrohypersensitivity, ... an attack on the immune system and diseases caused by pathogens. Scientists and doctors around

the world have expressed their rejection of 5G.

www.peccem.org/DocumentacionDescarga/Cienti2cos/Declaraciones/170913_..  The vast majority of this activity occurs

without citizen consent and without local government oversight, application approval, public noti2cation, community

involvement, environmental review, and most importantly, transparency. Use the link to send the following letter to your

municipality by completing the form. childrenshealthdefense.org/emergency-ordinance  (April 2, 2020)
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More than 50,000 letters were sent to municipalities in the United States. This campaign is useful for municipalities, as they are

being bullied by the wireless industry. Many states have adopted 5G laws that signi2cantly limit municipal power, but there is a

good argument that these laws will not prevent the emergency ordinance we are proposing. Our letter provided them with a

legal way to defend themselves. A Workaround: Your municipality can slow down the 5G small cell application approval process

and implementation without passing an emergency ordinance

childrenshealthdefense.org/child-health-topics/take-action/emergency-o..  #9fadea4d-5c16-4789-b233-41b9d8a515f5 (April 7,

2020)
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Wuhan has 5G coverage, but the local government listed several places with 5G coverage in August 2019. We cannot 2nd

evidence that it is the 2rst city with 5G, but we have seen reports that Wuhan was one of several Chinese cities where it was

carried out the 2rst 5G trials. In October 2019, China's three state-owned telecommunications companies announced that they

would launch phone services using 5G, with big cities like Beijing, Shanghai, Guangzhou, and Hangzhou already covered by the

network. The truth is that Wuhan has great environmental contamination, not only from 5G, but also for other reasons, such as a

bad-smelling incinerator plant that they feared would cause illness in the community.

“We were worried and angry when we realized what was causing the stench and making our kids sick,” said Zhang Xijiao, 44,

who was detained for a week for making the banner. "But we are like ants, the local government can crush us as they please."

This link is interesting about the 2ght against pollution in China. Xi Jinping has made the 2ght against pollution one of his main

objectives, but .. www.bloomberg.com/.../2020-china-wuhan-pollution
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Airlines call on Biden to delay 5G rollout, warn of 'catastrophic aviation crisis' The executives of the largest airlines in the United

States. The US called on the Biden administration for "immediate intervention" in today's scheduled launch of 5G technology

near major airports, warning of a looming "catastrophic" aviation crisis when AT&T and Verizon roll out new 5G service. In

response, numerous international airlines have canceled iights to certain US airports, with one suspending travel inde2nitely,

citing concerns about the upcoming 5G rollout and concerns that some planes have not been cleared to iy to airports with 5G

signals. In a letter obtained by Reuters, representatives from 10 airlines called on President Biden to delay the launch near

airports subject to Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) iight restrictions once the technology is deployed.

childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/airlines-biden-delay-5g-rollout-av..  (2022)
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5G DANGER: 13 REASONS 5G WIRELESS TECHNOLOGY WILL BE A CATASTROPHE FOR HUMANITY

www.globalresearch.ca/5g-danger-13-reasons-5g-wireless-technology-will..  (2021)
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THE 5G ROLL OUT: EMF RADIATION, DEVASTATING HEALTH IMPACTS, SOCIAL AND ECONOMIC IMPLICATIONS. CRIMES

AGAINST HUMANITY? The following information has been abbreviated from scienti2c literature that is fully validated and has

been stated by international experts such as Drs. Devra Davis and Martin Pall about EMF’s adverse effects to government

leaders and national legislators repeatedly. This outline was presented by Dr. Martin Pall, a Professor Emeritus of Biochemistry

and Medical Sciences at Washington State University to the National Institutes of Health.

Dr. Pall is recognized worldwide as an expert in EMF and 5G’s detrimental effects on biological systems and the diseases

associated with wireless technologies. Lower Fertility: Alters the structure of the testes and ovaries, lowers sperm count and

the number of egg follicles, increases spontaneous abortion and lowers the levels of three sex hormones. Neurological and

Neuropsychiatric Effects: There has been a dramatic increase in the following conditions since the advent of mobile phones, the

internet, and wireless technologies: insomnia, fatigue, depression, headaches and cognitive dysfunction, anxiety, and loss of

memory.

Animal studies have shown that EMFs produce major changes in brain structure, which is likely happening to everyone who has

extensive daily exposure to EMFs Cellular DNA Damage: There are three types of DNA damage observed in EMF exposure:

single and double DNA breaks and oxidized DNA bases. These can cause cancer and mutations in the sexual germ lines.

Apoptosis: EMFs contribute to programmed cell death that in turn leads to reproductive and neurodegenerative disorders.
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Oxidative Stress: Free radical damage that has been associated with numerous health conditions including cancer, diabetes,

rheumatoid arthritis, myocardial infarction, stroke, chronic iniammation, Parkinson’s, multiple sclerosis, cellular death and

aging Endocrine Effects: According Dr. Pall, every hormonal system in the body is adversely affected by EMF exposure.

Excessive Intracellular Calcium: Ca2+ is critical for cellular activity Cancer: There are 35 separate scienti2c reviews of the body

of peer-reviewed literature providing evidence that EMFs increase carcinogenesis, promote and progress tumor development

and contribute to metastasis.

There are also other medical conditions that have been shown to be associated likely with EMF exposure: Cardiac Effects. EMFs

interfere with the electrical control of the heart that can produce tachycardia, bradycadia, arrhythmia and abnormal heart

palpitations. Early Onset of Alzheimer’s and Dementia: In recent years and in parallel with increased EMF exposure, signs of

symptoms associated with Alzheimer’s are being observed in people age 30 and younger. Dr. Pall has called this “digital

dementias.” ADHD and Autism: The epidemic in ADHD and autism witnessed in each younger generation may be caused by late

prenatal and early post-natal EMF exposure. Each of these neurological conditions is associated with the increase of calcium

over-penetrating cell linings due to EMF pulsations and disrupting synapse formations.

www.globalresearch.ca/5g-crimes-against-humanity/5767555?utm_campaign=..  (2022)
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Well spoken! Hear! Hear!
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Why? Because it can be done and because there is $ to be made. Everything else, including human health, the health of our planet and

the health of upcoming generations, be dammed. Our love affair with technology has thoroughly raped our ability to perceive things

from a spiritual perspective. secularheretic.substack.com/p/5g-covid-kill-shots-mothers-recent

 secularheretic.substack.com/.../emfs-5g-vaccines-the-real-causes
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Hello Krofter, It was 25 years after harm was known and 7,000 studies done before the 2rst surgeon generals report against

smoking came out as the goverment and medical establishments all promoted it.  www.youtube.com/watch   The Federal

Communications Commission (FCC) is supposed to regulate the Telecom Industry and protect the public from harmful

technology.  Unfortunately as with many 'regulatory' agencies these days, the FCC has been doing the exact opposite for years.

The FCC is being investigated for collusion with the Telecom Industry in regard to 5G small cell tower legislation which

eliminated local control over installation. Many elected oecials have also taken money from the telecom, cable, and tech

industries, so they are “captured” as well. www.activistpost.com/2019/01/congressional-house-committee-investigate..     

The FCC is using safety testing only based on assumptions that were made in 1998 that only examined health concerns related

to the heating effect of the microwave radiation,  In 2012, the General Accountability Oece found that the existing standards

may not reiect current knowledge and recommended that the FCC formally reassess its standards. Even the thermal effects

need reevaluation. 5G Radiofrequency Exposure: The results also show that the peak-to-average ratio of 1,000 tolerated by the

International Council on Non-Ionizing Radiation Protection guidelines may lead to permanent tissue damage after even short

exposures, highlighting the importance of revisiting existing exposure guidelines. insights.ovid.com/pubmed  I've also been

mentioning in my autism research how EMF exposure doubles the rate of mercury release from amalgams which many in the

population have leading to a host of health problems for them, as well as passed down at birth.
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Eugenicists/Satanists/Psychopath billion and trillion aires have taken over the world. The masses are to be got rid of they

openly say these days although it has been planned for centuries - only now do they have the technology to accomplish their

goals. Those with the most money have complete and unfettered control of the world we can see; Bill Gates has used his

'Philanthropy' to sterilise millions of women in Africa it emerges and also used vaccines to kill 47 thousand people in India who

got polio from them. He owns the WHO due to 'donating' millions to it and gives millions (small change to him) to previously

venerated and trusted University research departments all over the world.

Also he 'donates' to the BBC and other MSM organisations who have criminally hidden the genocide by injection that is currently

happening because the Covid injections cause huge damage to every part of the body it appears (superb research by The

Expose ) and other honest journalist who are banned from everywhere including Paypal in an attempt to close them down. If

there is a God then Gates, Fauci, Schwab are the Anti Christs. But they are backed by a huge network of Eugenicists such as

Rockefellers, Royals and more.
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No legitimate long term studies showing harmful affects. Nope, just 2nd a desired use, or promote what is supposed to be he desired

use, & then let us, all other life forms & life supporting processes suffer &/or die.  We become the long term study, the Guinea Pigs.

Then when the devastation can't be denied declare it cost to much $ymbolic wealth, money. Or promote some new wonderful

technology will "cure" any "hysterical fears" or concerns of the public. If that doesn't work, destroy the personal lives &/or reputations

of those who do look deeper & sound the alarm. Who cares if it's Hottentot's who research & show information, the only concern

should be - is the information accurate.

Here we're losing Ash trees, to be considered nearly extinct due to the Ash borer, and all hardwoods are under the same threat due to a

long horned beetle. Why? Because it cost some businesses to much $ymbolic Wealth, money, where the problem starts, in the

manufacturing & on the docks of China. Someone greases the right palm or puts their industry shill in a gov't oversight position, and

presto, we lose our forest & have trillions of dollars loss of $ymbolic wealth & actual real wealth, forest, water, soil. All so a few can

build another brag, status symbol mansion or yacht, whatever. Glyphosate, vaccines, KV lines, chemical ag products, nukes & others,
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build another brag, status symbol mansion or yacht, whatever. Glyphosate, vaccines, KV lines, chemical ag products, nukes & others,

put it all out there in one big toxic soup  It all smells of Agenda 21.
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Here is some health effects from a study done in the 70’s. They know how harmful it is.

mdsafetech.2les.wordpress.com/2019/02/biological-effects-of-millimete..
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Yes, JUST, destroy all life forms by a toxic environment and even be used for war. The ADS is a directed energy weapon

developed by the Air Force Research Laboratory and the Department of Defense's Joint Non-Lethal Weapons Program (JNLWP).

It is used to repel enemy troops, disperse hostile crowds, suppress sniper activity, and create a defensive barrier. The weapon

works by 2ring bursts of electromagnetic energy at a frequency of 95 GHz, which falls within the mmWave spectrum. It

penetrates clothing and enters the skin at a depth of sixty-four per inch, producing an overwhelming burning sensation.

When a human target is hit with an ADS beam, the person will be forced to move away in response to the searing heat. However,

despite the military's safety claims, there were two recorded cases where ADS exposure resulted in second-degree burns. The

2rst incident occurred in January 1999 and was due to a mishap in the laboratory. The patient developed a quarter-size blister

and was placed in outpatient care. Meanwhile, in a 2007 training exercise, an airman was injured after being overexposed to

ADS due to procedural errors.

What's more, while ADS is touted as non-lethal, the technology has the potential to be deadly if exposure is sustained many

times over for the duration required to achieve the repellant effect. When the weapon was still being developed, there were

already many skeptics who did not fully accept the military's security claims.

www.wakingtimes.com/5g-and-mmwave-the-active-denial-system-ads-and-how..
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Even insurance companies (the most famous of which is Lloyds of London) have made headlines by refusing to insure Big

Wireless (the corporate telecom conglomerate) against illnesses and claims related to wi-2 and 5G: “Well, Lloyd's November

2010 Risk Assessment Team Report gives us a strong clue: the report compares these wireless technologies to asbestos, in

that early asbestos research was inconclusive and only later did it become apparent to anyone paying attention that asbestos

causes cancer. Note that the Lloyd's Wi-Fi Risk Assessment Study was published over 8 [now 9 Ed.] years ago. Even then,

however, his risk assessment team was smart enough to realize that new evidence could emerge showing that various Wi-Fi

frequencies cause disease.” 5G is qualitatively and quantitatively different from 4G.

It is much more than the next step up from 4G. Not only will 5G emit tens to hundreds of times more radiation than 4G, but the

introduction of MMW technology means a whole new set of dangers. History repeats itself. Just like real science took a while to

catch up on tobacco/cigarettes, and just like real science took a while to catch up on the monstrosity of GMOs (now renamed

BioEngineered Foods), real science will also do it. up with 5G.

In the meantime, you can expect all sorts of junk science to come along to justify it, including diversions and diversions like

focusing solely on the thermal effects of wireless (and ignoring evidence of dangerous non-thermal effects). Ultimately, 5G is

part of the NWO's agenda to establish a giant, inescapable command and control network that eliminates all privacy and allows

manipulators to surveil every person on the planet at all times. If ever there was a time for activists to step up in the name of

freedom, truth, health, privacy and sovereignty, now is the time.

www.globalresearch.ca/5g-danger-13-reasons-5g-wireless-technology-will..  (2021)
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Let's go back to landlines. They are safe and work well.
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it is obvious that the media is owned by the telecom industry.  Notice how activism against 5G is never covered?
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God help us all. We will see very plainly in the upcoming year who has the spine to stand up against this atrocity.  It seems the masses

for the most part have not got the picture what is about to be unleashed on them.  Retired Harvard Scientists may not be enough.  *

 Celebrities should use their access to media exposure to reach as many as possible.  * If just one high pro2le Senator would take up

the cause, think of the impact?  * If one major Country or State would rebel & say "no", not now & not ever & launch media blitz, others

might follow suit?

We have to hope that sanity prevails because rolling this out is purely insane.  It is either by design, or we have fallen so much as a

society to no longer value human life.  I don't know which is worse. I wonder what produced the Tom Wheeler's of the world?  This is

evil.  He has distributed evil. I see the quote but still can't believe it, they are so bold & unashamed it is almost seems his kind is not

human. Luckily, Dr. Mercola & the scienti2c community are representing humanity at this time in history & at least doing something.  In

any case, I can't help but feel this is a very pivotal time.  What we do (or fail to do) will have everlasting consequences for generations

to come.
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5G is the #1 most important issue on earth, as we have only a few more months to stop its rollout.  Elon Musk is gleefully sending up

60 5G satellites a month towards the ultimate 50,000 total by him and others to beam 5G over the entire earth, and the mini-cell

installations every 200' on telephone poles across America to help 5G get through walls has begun.  Worried about the bees and birds?

 In 1972 the bee populations began dropping dramatically... the EXACT same year wireless cell phone technology began. "In 1972, a

copyright was approved to Bell Labs for their Mobile Communications System. That wireless technology resulted in handoffs between

cell phones. (Alley, 2008)"

ALL wireless technology must be stopped for any species to survive, including humans. Pesticides certainly play a part, but the

biggest reason for this alarming decline is wireless technology. We are ALL electrical beings, needing to be in sync with the natural

electrical pulse of the Earth.  I have EHS, and lost my home, business, and life savings at age 62 when my doctor gave me only four

months to live if I didn't immediately move somewhere in the mountains away from cell towers, cell service, etc.  My symptoms were

beyond horri2c. That was a year ago, as I did 2nd a safe space - but it will not be safe with what is coming.  No place will be - for

anyone - which is terrifying.

I want to live, and am otherwise a very healthy woman. (Typing this on a wired DSL computer with wired keyboard and wired mouse.

 Works just 2ne.)  In today’s world, we have messed with all the natural electrical pulses to life-threatening extremes with each

iteration of 1G, 2G, 3G, 4G... and all the scientists in the know declare 5G will be a "civilization ending event" if not completely stopped.

😢

  To easily contact your representatives about this crisis with a prewritten letter, click here:

the5gsummit.com/email-your-elected-reps   Thank you.  Only WE can stop this madness!!!
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Dr. Mercola provides strong evidence that needs to be more widely disseminated if we are to have any chance of slowing or stopping

the 5 G juggernaut. I'm very discouraged. Verizon is already putting up 5 G towers on streetlights in nearby neighborhoods; most

Americans are oblivious to the risks associated with 5 G. The Tech companies have succeeded in creating billions of cellphone/social

media "addicts," contributing not only to social and learning problems but shortened attention spans (now less than gold2sh). The

question is what can we do? I've written several times to my congressional and state representatives. The replies are either formulaic

("I care about your views") or defend 5 G as "safe." In addition to the health implications, this is a civil liberties issue. People are not

being consulted or given any voice into the expansion of 5 G in their neighborhoods. Will this lead to a future where all electronic

devices connected to the Internet depend on 5 G technology? It looks that way. The problem with radiation is most people don't feel

immediate pain or its unseen effects and thus don't view it as a pressing issue.

This article, following another on the dangers of LED lightbulbs, leaves me feeling hopeless. Today's New York Times has an article

describing the mounting lobbying efforts of big Tech companies and their iniuence on our elected representatives. So much for

legislation to limit these technologies.
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I must sleep in a Faraday Cage once again. It is a solid aluminium backed cage, so we have a forced air system and CO2 meter

w/alarm.  I was poisoned in 2006/2007 by three cell towers, triangulating and misaligned. There was a government whitewash, and

threats made to whistleblowers. The readings were more than the calibrated equipment could register, and this happened while we

were living in Germany.  The symptoms while happening were extremely painful. I was diagnosed as Electromagnetic HyperSensitive

in Germany.  There was no cancer, ever, in my family, but I am now a breast cancer survivor.

I am a young cloistered person, depending on my spouse for all levels of shopping, etc.  I am the 2rst in the U.S., supposedly, to have

full permanent social security disability, awarded in 2012.  I would not wish this curse on anyone, but if anyone wants suggestions on

how to recover or build Faraday cages or read the whole story, my book ALL EMF*D Up is now for sale on Amazon.  Please 2ght the

installations of cell towers and antenna. Thank you. Anne Mills
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So sorry to hear that you must live like this.  Kudos to you for writing a book and getting your story out to others!
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Pat Ormsby
Joined On 6/20/2006 7:21:53 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I appreciate Dr. Mercola's patient efforts to warn the public about this. I have to limit my computer time because I am reacting to this

now too. The smart meter rollout in Japan has been devastating, with no opt out. The meters are mostly facing the street, right next to

the road, so I have to wear shielded clothing if I want to drive now. There have been many major traec accidents recently involving

older people spacing out and proceeding recklessly through intersections. Twice, I've passed out with sudden severe vertigo and once

felt like I was having a heart attack while stopped at urban intersections. In the last case, I had my veil and cape and put them on

immediately. But it makes me wonder if this is what other people are experiencing too, only they don't know what it is. It hits right out

of the blue.

And not just people. Two years ago after they rolled out 4G in our rural town and told us it might interfere with our TV signal and that

they would provide a new antenna if it did, the pollinators near our house disappeared. They were still in our 2eld, though,  not in direct

line of sight from any towers. This year, they disappeared from that too, along with resident populations of crows and kites. In the

greenhouse, I began feeling terrible, but just occasionally. I wondered what was wrong, and then thought to look.

Sure enough, a smart meter beaming straight into the greenhouse from a farmhouse just across a narrow street, and 2ve more smart

meters all adjacent to the 2eld now, from TEPCO (who gave us Fukushima). In place of the crows and kites mobs of starlings have

arrived, causing damage to other 2elds (but not ours), that the farmers don't know how to prevent. The Midwest has lost its corn2elds

this year due to climate change. Our area has lost its due to this. But does anyone with his or her face down and back twisted into a

question mark over a phone care? Will they care when they starve?
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Yes Pat. I have rescued a number of birds that I now feed with a iock in the park next door. I am keeping an eye on them with

some trepidation as we already have a local 'bird iu' warning here in the UK.
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ChrisColes
Joined On 5/3/2009 2:40:01 AM
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It is my understanding, from long term thinking and related research done by me, (I am NOT a scientist), that the entire universe is

constructed from tiny packages of inviolably attached electromagnetic force 2eld, (inviolably attached, positive to negative pole, to a

dipole at the centre of every single proton in the universe). That as such we are entirely formed from electromagnetism; and I do mean

everything, your entire body, the air you breathe, the water you drink; everything. The Earth, soil, rocks, 2elds, grass, trees, birds and

bees; everything is formed from tiny packages of electromagnetism. In which case, as the energy of the wireless systems rise, so too

will the potential for damage to the entire world population. In the face of recent developments, all we can do is do our best to protect

ourselves from this insidious new 5G wireless system.
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You are right.. It's not gravity, it's electromagnetic.
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Hotsocks
Joined On 7/9/2021 11:48:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

A retired cell tower installer once gave a interview. He got cancer from the radiation and was dying. He said "if they turn the 5G all the

way up, we would die in our tracks." How safe is that? Maybe this is the reason why they built a Crematory 2 blocks long. Running 24

hours a day could probably cremate a million a day.
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A few years ago, all cell carriers had to submit a report to the FCC on the effectz of 5g. The FCC rejectedd their reports claiming their

"misleading". Actually the 5g increase in frequency and radiation is attacking our immune system and will cause longterm illness in

alot of ways and harm the environment and wildlife. Everything is govt. Regulated and doesn't always bene2t mankind.
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tootiemoonie
Joined On 2/28/2009 5:09:39 PM
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I absolutely think that 5G should be further developed and tested 2rst in a mid sized remote place.  Perhaps a luxury island.  All of the

Comms execs  should build fabulous houses there.  Move their families in.  Test away.  Demonstrate within their own community all of

the wonderful bene2ts.  Persuade by example.  If there are no adverse effect then we can all embrace it with alacrity.  They're

con2dent aren't they?
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juststeve
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Epstein's pedophile island would have made a perfect testing spot, eh? All sorts of WEF alumni who like to build toxic tech &

things could have tested it all there, by all reports it seems many were frequent iyers visiting there anyways. They like to

consider themselves number one, so shouldn't they be the 2rst in line? They cut to the front of the line for everything else.
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5G safe?  Everything is safe when the government & corporations says so. Or at lease till the lawsuits kick in.  Oh, wait a moment.. how

many companies were given immunity? And we not mean the inoculations.  All in all, human cell (if not all life) is NOT designed to

oscillate or be exposed to oscillation over 60hz (positive ions energy). The body will deside when and how the oscillation are to be

chosen. while awake, while asleep. Its the body call not the X-G pushers.
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Dr.Steven
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Like sheep led to slaughter, most people--living in a state of constant cellphone distraction--will simply accept the "bene2ts" of this

technology under the false premise that all new technologies are "good." I notice the comments invoking apocalyptic (symbolic)

literature: in my view, 5G is symptomatic of the "world sin" of Greed. We already know how excessive addiction to technology is

contributing to various psychological-social problems; the greed of huge tech companies is creating a new type of monopolistic

dictatorship. It pays to keep us tethered to devices, and distracted, as our attention spans continue to decrease. At what price

"convenience"? I fail to see the advantage of "Smart" appliances, etc. In addition to health effects, the 5G "Internet of things" will

continue to interfere with personal privacy. Yet, the greed of giant corporate interests, as with Big Pharma, Big Ag, Big Chemical, etc.

continues to control our lives to the detriment of our health.

The article provides excellent information to use in response to the usual claim that this technology is safe. The connections between

the large media companies and the purveyors of 5 G is very disturbing. I get the New York Times and read the article about "Russian"

interference. Those of us in the holistic health community are up against very powerful forces. The good news is that people and

some government oecials are taking notice. Can humanity stand up to the power of Greed and embrace the goodness of life?

Technology is the "false god" of our times. I feel helpless as to how we can protect ourselves if, as planned, our local governments
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rush ahead to implement this technology without adequate safety testing or public input.
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Money talks. If people would stop supporting big telecom with purchases wouldn't that help? But everyone is so in love with their

'magic' conveniences they would rather get ill....seriously.  We have been invited into peoples homes who are becoming ill, tell them

where the EMF is poisoning them, give them solutions to clean up, and...they refuse !! They would rather have their conveniences.

They are the ones that think wireless is not radiation, but magic.  They are the ones keeping big industry in gold and greed.  I don't see

a way to undo the brainwash.  Ideas? Anne Mills
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Raydawn
Joined On 8/25/2014 9:18:33 PM
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Thank you so much for this great article on the  Dangers of this EMF crisis. I will bring it to my " City Hall  Oece" when I ask them to

 put a moratorium on 5G cellular towers in my community.   This  information will give them great incentive  to  help stop this genocide.

I Can't see how  they would read his information  and just sit back and not do anything about , without feeling responsible for the lives

of so many people that they are supposed to protect. Thank you for this great ammunition .
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Jackaroni
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We must get big business out of our government if we want to have any hope of reducing our exposure to EMF's as well as a host of

other issues such as over-vaccination, GMO's, glyphosate,  iuoridation, high fructose corn syrup, and a host of other problems.  As

long as businesses who care only about the bottom line are allowed to buy our politicians by contributing to their election campaigns,

we will continue to be governed not by the people, but by big industries.  Unfortunately the law makers that would be responsible for

making a law to keep big businesses from sponsoring our politicians are the same ones receiving the funding. What can we do?  We

can vote, but all of our choices are being sponsored by big business.  We must have a collective uprising and INSIST on candidates

without outside iniuences who actually have the best interests of "We the People" at heart.
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juststeve
Joined On 1/5/2012 11:13:54 AM
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Absolutely, no corporate, pac's, or dark money funded candidates.
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wendyb.
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Judging by Senator Blumenthal’s unsuccessful attempt at gaining information on 5G research, it seems that the US government is

being deliberately shielded from the facts and studies that the world has already done showing how harmful 5G is to man, animal and

environment.  I am not a US citizen but, it seems to me that articles like this from Dr. Mercola can and SHOULD be sent to everyone in

the Whitehouse.  Bypass all the people who stand to gain 2nancially from 5G.  Sure, it says some people may be able to collect

compensation for injury from 5G but, just try to prove the connection.  Is possible money worth selling your health?  How can wildlife

get compensated?  Everything you eat could be destroyed!  HOW can people sit back and take being controlled like this?  Of course,

Big Pharma is going to love this - one more man made disaster!  This technology will very likely be used against everyone as an easy

weapon in times to come.
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"articles like this from Dr. Mercola can and SHOULD be sent to everyone in the Whitehouse." Given the media campaign against

Dr M (SUperspreader anyone?) it's hardly likely that the WH will take notice of anything he proposes at this point in time, except

to discredit him for his opinions or statement of evidence.
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Overall, a useful article.  I look forward to reading the upcoming book I would have liked better differentiation between electrical 2eld

hazards (Milham's work) and wireless hazards.  Most of us have been surviving electrical 2elds and their associated magnetic 2elds

fairly well for decades,  but no one is escaping the ravages of wireless and no living thing will escape 5G if it is completely rolled out

as planned

> We know 5G will cause cataracts.  If there will be enough cataract surgeons able to see well enough themselves to service the rest of

us,  will the causative wireless continue to damage the lens of the eye and cause more opacity that cannot be corrected?  What about

cornea, retina and macula damage?  A nation of blind people can't be viable > If someone cares to investigate the effects of cell

phone/WiFi etc.signals on the choroid of the eye,  I think they will 2nd harm to this tissue > If someone cares to investigate cholesterol

deposition in cell membranes,  I think they will 2nd increases.  I wonder if what I suspect is a defense mechanism against membrane

damaging effects of wireless signals will eventually  have adverse effects on membrane permeability to the point where necessary

molecules cannot diffuse into or out of the cell

> Current wireless frequencies break down the blood brain barrier. This  magni2es the already devastating assaults by GMO and GMO

CROSS CONTAMINATED foods,  general chemical/metal toxicity,  and the weird infections being introduced by chemtrails.  Once the

microglia of the brain are primed by these and other physical injury,  there is no reversal   > 2.4 GHz causes diabetes? > Barrie Trower

warns that humans will become nearly extinct within a couple of generations of current wireless exposure   www.youtube.com/watch  

> Re stopping 5G: so many will be so damaged so fast, that perhaps no one will be well enough to service the networks. Try to survive

til the connection is made
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I now have 2 smart meters...one for electric and one for the water meter.  The only saving grace for the smart meter is that it is

mounted outside of alum siding which should act as an RF shield.  The water meter is out by the street. I live in a fairly rural area

so I'm hoping 5G will not arrive soon. Statistically speaking on avg I might be gone to the happy hunting grounds in around 15

years...so maybe I might avoid the worst of the biosphere decline and 5G.  You kids have fun now for sure....you can watch the

world go to hell on your smart phones? My recent foray into a smart phone tells me the world IS going to hell in something or

other.  

This device is based on 2 main things...spying...IDing you...and selling you stuff.  Your phone number is like your serial

number....they've got your number all right!  Does have some convenient features...a good camera...GPS and map

search...weather apps.  Otherwise I'd characterize it as stepping into a room full of rattlers each time you turn it on....all kinds of

efforts to trick the user into buying this or that.  I could use it to buy stuff...but I won't...diecult enough to keep to a budget as is.

Things are changing QUICK...nobody is really minding the store...except the game show host and his friends.  We do live in

interesting times...
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npolog, 5g towers have to be installed every 300 meters, which is not likely to occur where population densities are low.
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ALL "cell phone" technology is harmful because it blocks the natural standing wave radio signals that have apparently existed before

all life on earth. Those signals just happen to match certain human brain wave frequencies. That can not be a mere 'coincidence'. The

world's militaries have used the same technique & strategy to disrupt communications. If it was not effective those militaries would

not have spent large sums buying and powering equipment to accomplish that goal. Further, there is abundant evidence that "cell

phone" or mobile technologies are actually harmful. The real issue is the corruption in the so-called 'government watchdogs' that work

for the industries they are supposed to regulate but which are actually controlled by the industries instead. That will not change this

week, this month or this year. But change it must, even if only after great harm is done.
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Why put your cell phone in airplane mode? Just turn it OFF! I use my cell phone about 5 minutes a month in a normal month. I keep it

turned off unless I am MAKING a call. Ethernet cable is easy to install. Just run it along the wall (staple it if you don't have something

to lay it on top of), drill a hole through your door frame, another in the room you're going to. Easy-peasy. No great skills required, just a

drill with a bit that will cut a larger hole. I stuffed mine with cotton after, to keep out bugs. I have a switch box in one room to run

multiple devices, and use all the sockets on my modem.
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A simple thought experiment: The receiving and sending antennae are fractal, coiled coils. DNA, the double helix is folded so becomes

a coiled coil like a fractal antenna. It & other biology works through teeny tiny pico amps, especially in repair of things like bone. That

has been known since the 60s-70s. So we have our essential basic biology receiving signals generated at very high on and off

frequencies. That has got to generate vibration. It is diecult to repair anything when it is vibrating or moving back and forth creating

an AC current instead of the bodies natural DC. That EMFs cause aging is a logical conclusion.

All in vivo studies have supported that theory. Simple biology, but it is not the 2rst time corporate pathological behavior has

overwhelmed biological safety. They imposed unnecessary lead in unnecessary gasoline. Corporations gave us DDT, Fluoride, BPAs,

Mercury in water, global warming and on and on. When commentators say we humans are causing environmental destruction it is

another example of pathological corporate propaganda. We must educate the future generations of the dangers of privately held

corporations so that when they rebuild civilization, privately held corporations will not be allowed.
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I'm so upset and have no clue about what I can do, so would appreciate any advice that might help. We've had a home security system

that was here when we moved in with no problems until the past couple yrs. I'm now a widow and after my husband died, I decided to

have a couple more motion detectors installed inside for a low one-time cost. I have no clue why the previous owners had the unit put

upstairs in a bedroom. I started receiving calls and postcards a couple yrs. ago that my system needed to be updated in order to

continue being monitored. I'd been reading about 5G and knew I didn't want it.

I also fought the Smart Meter but lost that battle. I do NOT have a Smart Phone but use my landline. I've now spent hrs. of wasted time

on phone calls with the Security Co. and have been told by 'some' reps that I do NOT need to update, as both Verizon and AT&T are

able to receive the signals. I'm still getting phone calls leaving messages that I'm NOT protected as my system isn't updated and the

tests aren't working. I do NOT want some guy going all the way through my house to install 5G on the system right across from my

bedroom.

I was also told when they installed the last 2 motion detectors they are 5G, so I now have to update in order to have the system work.

Does anyone know if there is some solution to this? A phone call means at least over 1 1/2 hrs. of my time which I do not have as I'm

going through a situation which I won't get into, but am already too stressed over all this, and a call isn't going to solve anything. I hate

just deleting the security, but don't know where to turn and have no one locally who can help.
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Tell the "security company" they can do what YOU want the way YOU want or YOU stop paying. The service MUST be to YOUR

satisfaction because YOU pay for it. Or else no pay! Have a GREAT day, Neighbor!
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jsteedleyyahoo.com~ Thanks for the reply. They're one of the huge companies (ADT) so probably will just say, Okay, lady....we'll

come and remove our equipment. Most of the reps I've talked with are polite, understanding, and try to be helpful, but their

hands are tied. A couple did say since I'm using a landline only there's no problem so that's why I can't understand I'm still being

pushed.  This was all supposed to be done by Feb. so I know I haven't long before they probably just cut me off or something.

But I pay by the yr. so I'm furious if they are right about my system not being monitored since it's paid up until late fall !!! I will try

being more '''LOUDLY OUTSPOKEN''' as you suggest. :-) I HATE all this technology and have for a long time, as I knew it wasn't

going to stop. Thank you again~
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This too shall pass. Cell phone radiation immobilizes sperm. Cells phones are more responsible for the decline of teenage

pregnancies than abstinence training--by far. There was a 6 year study done in Cairo. Dr. Eskander tested the hormone levels of people

living within 500 meters of a cell tower before it was activated. He tested for 8 hormones including thyroid, estrogen, testosterone,

melatonin and 4 others including prolactin. Over the six years the levels of 7 went down. Prolactin went up. That means over time the

only erection in the neighborhood was the tower.

Women don't mind because their libido is shot too though they may leak a little from the mammaries. According to Dr. Zach Bush 1/3

of american males and 1/4 of females are infertile now. The digital revolution is self limiting. It will wipe out much of life or will

disappear. Then humanity can start over. If I have any iniuence there will be no privately held corporations in the restart. They are petri

dishes for evil.
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Humanity is exposed to its own stupidity :))) This is the law
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We naturally discuss the effect on humankind, but can anyone comprehend the extent of the devastating consequences for the world's

animals and insects, with much less protective body mass? And God help the hapless Chinese population who are predicted to lead

the way with body-worn 6G comms.
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There is a company called ProtectPro.net that sells products which purportedly can "harmonize" or neutralize or lessen the harm done

by EMF radiation. Does anyone have any thoughts on this company or their products? Please advise if you could. Thanks!!!
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Thank you for the article! My comment is directed to Dr Mercola’s team and those of you who are EMF sensitive like me. I have been

EMF sensitive all of my life, but it has really escalated with the new generation of phones such as the 5G enabled iPhone 13.

Previously I had always received protection from strict lifestyle habits, abundant magnesium and chlorella, but this new technology

was too overpowering . We were on a recent trip to Mallorca with another couple who both had these phones. I suddenly developed a

splitting long term headache (exacerbated in the car), insomnia, itchy skin, irregular or fast heartbeat and a stressful discomfort in the

chest. . I thought perhaps it was the air quality which was always in the red zone.

I didn’t realize what the problem was until we got home and my husband bought the same phone! Following Dr.Mercola’s

recommendation of self sueciency, I had planted a large diverse herb garden this year and noticed that certain herbs seem to reduce

my symptoms - especially oregano, followed by thyme and lovage. I took it a step farther and purchased oil of wild oregano (2 drops

2x day in smoothie or juice) and my new symptoms have completely disappeared. I feel great again. I can’t 2nd any data on this

property of oil wild oregano, so I just want to put it out there for those of you who are ultra sensitive like me, and perhaps Dr. Mercolas

team can 2nd research on it to share!!?
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Be wary please. I too used oil of oregano for various remedies. I had to stop because I developed a sensitivity. After not using it

for several years, I tried it again for a speci2c purpose. It worked but I had to stop again because the sensitivity returned. So
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for several years, I tried it again for a speci2c purpose. It worked but I had to stop again because the sensitivity returned. So

now I am an on again off again user. Start experimenting with alternatives now before you develope a sensitivity. Turmeric is

good in coconut oil and black pepper.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 8/11/2022 2:37:32 PM
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ela3783
Joined On 9/7/2018 9:52:52 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Feelingood- thanks for sharing about Oil of Oregano . I read somewhere that Vit B1 de2ciency or insueciency can also make

one electro sensitive
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neve12
Joined On 7/5/2022 11:03:26 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

So glad that Dr Mercola is back; like all the truthful doctors he has been treated appallingly simply because he dared t disagree with

the Oecial Narrative about Covid 19 etc. Thankyou Dr Mercola for your interesting and health protective articles. It seems that the

Eugenicist Globalists built an opportunity with Covid 19 to takeover the world and the people in it and there is more murder and

enslavement planned with 'The Great Reset'. I hope that with good people like Dr Mercola on our side we can stop their evil plans.
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Handdsh
Joined On 3/2/2009 7:00:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Nesting sea Birds ar dying in the thousands in the Netherlands after 4g towers were recently installed. While in lndia, anyone who

forwarded an email about 5g affecting people worse with Covid, face a 2yr. jail term.
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veritas19
Joined On 10/26/2016 11:42:43 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I installed an app on my phone to measure "WI-Fi radiation".  It is called WiFi Radiation. This particular app did not ask for access to

my camera, 2les, pictures, microphone or anything but my Wi-Fi. It works.  (You can check what the app wants when you try to

download it.)  I had a Comcast set up and put the phone in my lap sitting just 8 feet from the router.  It measured between 12-50%. Too

high.  I then put a piece of aluminum foil over the front of the router and cut the radiation in half.  Then I put Al foil around all 6 sides of

the cubby hole, not encasing the unit so as to overheat it.  I cut the radiation in half again.  The app has a choice of countries to pick

from for a base level measurement.  I use Lichtenstein which is 0.1 uW/Cm2.  The USA setting has a base of 1000uW/cm2.  (Go

2gure?!)   Of course on that setting, almost nothing comes up so it's safe....or NOT!  When I select Lichtenstein, the most sensitive

setting, and put the phone next to the router, I get a reading of 5088% and the indicator turns blood red and purple.  It should say, "Run

For Your Life!!  Yikes!

Since the best way to connect a PC is to go hardwired ethernet cable, that's what I did.  However the router still emits radiation unless

you put it in bridge mode to shut it off.  So I went to a site for the router called 10.0.0.1 or something like that, according to Comcast,

and selected bridge mode.  Now,... no radiation at all except low level (<0.000xxx uW/cm2), background. Supposedly a safe level.

I now have Direct TV which is terrible and three PC's in the house so I need Wi-Fi.  I have a single sheet of Al foil over the top which

cuts the radiation in half.  At night I disconnect the PC in my bedroom from the router and shut off the wireless mouse and keyboard.  I

was in a store one day and turned on the app.  It shot up to 5200%!  I showed it to the guy behind the counter and he kind of freaked

out.  I explained the dangers and he took it to heart saying he would use  it.
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Trump has said he'd like 5G rolled out as fast as possible, yet the "Health Ranger" loves Trump while opposes 5G. Plus he incites

violence vs 'the people' who want the change that's needed, a Green New Deal. What gives with that guy? Is he just a billionaire

wannabe, or wants their business? Are the Christian Right a bunch of rich health nuts? A Green New Deal would preclude any such

nonsense.  I'm not just saying this. Look at his site and you'll see how blatantly he fearmongers in such a way as to rally the NRA

troops.
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DrM says in the article that we "can actually repair the damage done by EMFs at a cellular level".  Does anyone know how we can do

that?
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Joined On 7/8/2013 3:01:14 PM
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Yes Pina. Gound yourself and nourish yourself thoroughly with all 90 or so essential nutrients. Go barefoot all the time. As I

write this my bare feet are on concrete laid over soil. Grounding done! Most repair is done at night so make sure you are

shielded and/or grounded. Your iat device thingy can tell you if there is any EMF. If you cannot avoid EMFs in your bedroom

build a Faraday Cage over your bed. Mine is a 5 sided aluminum screen enclosure with sliding doors. I had it made to the

dimensions of my bed. It is sitting on concrete so is grounded even without a bottom screen. I receive no WiFi or cell signal

inside when it is closed. If those are excluded then so is the dirty electricity trash and smart meter signals. Your body can rest

and repair.
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Is it just me, or did Stan come back to life!??
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tswearin2
Joined On 3/1/2012 12:06:46 AM
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Hi Nadine, at the beginning of the article there is a note: This article was previously published June 5, 2019, and has been

updated with new information. His comment was posted on 6/5/2019. Wish he did though!
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